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Press release  

23rd September 2019 

 

BIG changes at small stores  

Small-format stores across Poland are gaining access to thousands of new 

products as a marketplace platform for the independent market is launched.  

 

Independent retail is becoming more professional. Small-format stores account for 44%1 in 

value terms of the FMCG market in Poland. The entire market is currently worth approx. PLN 

128 billion gross2. Small-format stores in the past three years have been growing at an annual 

rate of 5.0%-6.0%3, outpaced only by discount stores. In order to be able to compete against 

them, smaller stores must be developing dynamically and implementing new technologies 

that will bring in consumers. From September 2019, the owners of small-format stores in 

Poland will have access to a marketplace platform – eurocash.pl Market – which will feature 

tens of thousands of new products that small-format stores have not had in their offerings 

so far. 

“The launch of eurocash.pl Market is a huge change for the Polish independent market,” says Luis 

Amaral, CEO of Eurocash Group. “Let’s say that so far an entrepreneur could order approx. 11 000 

products for his store. Now, thanks to eurocash.pl Market, the number of available products will 

eventually reach even half a million. Aside from this considerable change in offering, another change 

is in my opinion far more significant. Discount stores in Poland sell the same products at most of 

their locations. They have an average of approx. 2 000 items on shelves. This means that they have 

a single, universal offering and strategy for every consumer, at every location in Poland. However, 

the future of retail will belong to those who are capable of individually adapting to the consumer. This 

is shown by the growing importance of the e-grocery market and online shopping. We want to buy 

what we really need and when we want to. eurocash.pl Market will allow retailers to create their own 

strategy that is fully tailored to consumers from their local surroundings. Therefore, we will have 

hundreds or thousands of such customised product offerings,” added Amaral.  

 

e-revolution in independent retail  

Let’s imagine that we want to eat or buy a unique product that is not currently available in regular 

sales. Or that we are fans of ecological, vegan or gluten-free food. Or beer aficionados who prefer 

craft brews. Usually these types of products are available at specialised ecological or alcohol stores. 

Now, thanks to eurocash.pl Market, we will be able to buy them at our nearest small-format store if 

the owner sees this customer need. How does the platform work and what sort of benefits does it 

offer? eurocash.pl Market is a marketplace platform that directly connects the producers of goods 

and products with approx. 10 000 of Eurocash Group’s customers (eventually 80 000) operating as 

part of chains such as Lewiatan, abc, Gama, Euro Sklep, Duży Ben and Groszek. The platform will 

                                                             
1 PMR 2019– sales value generated jointly by small grocery stores, small-format convenience stores, convenience 
stores, stationery stores, and alternative channels 
2 See above 
3 Nielsen Retail Trade Panel, data for August 2016 - July 2019 
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also be available to non-member customers who purchase products at the Group’s wholesale 

locations. The users of eurocash.pl Market will be able to order products beyond the current 

wholesale offering. These will be local, niche, limited, ecological and imported food products but also 

industrial products such as toys, home furnishing elements and home appliances. 

By ordering through eurocash.pl Market, the store owner will be able to receive products in the form 

of direct delivery from the producer or together with an order coming from Eurocash Group’s 

wholesale location. Each producer will specify up-front the available delivery options.  

 

e-changes in Polish retail  

eurocash.pl Market is the next stage in implementing new technologies for independent retail. Last 

year, entrepreneurs operating independent stores gained access to eurocash.pl, a B2B e-commerce 

platform. Aside from ordering products, this solution gave retailers access to local market knowledge, 

including demographic data, rankings of best-selling products, competitors’ promotional materials 

and information on the TV ad campaigns run by the largest FMCG producers. eurocash.pl is a 

platform that gives the owners of small-format stores access to information previously reserved for 

the managers of large retail chains.  

“Approx. 10 000 entrepreneurs in Poland currently use eurocash.pl. Thanks to this solution, 

Eurocash Group’s sales in electronic channels will grow by the end of 2019 by approx. half a billion 

zlotys, i.e. from PLN 3 billion in 2018 to PLN 3.5 billion,” said Tomasz Polański, director general 

at Eurocash Dystrybucja. “The sales growth through the mobile channel is without a precedent. 

Last year, store owners purchased goods worth PLN 350 million using a smartphone. By the end of 

2019, this result will double, with sales set to reach about PLN 700 million. I think that this growth 

best shows the change in retailers’ awareness, their increasing openness to new technologies. We 

are forecasting that by 2022, only in Eurocash Dystrybucja, eurocash.pl platform will be used by ¼ 

of the entire small-format market in Poland. Thus, electronic-channel sales value should by then 

reach approx. PLN 6.5 billion, the platform will be actively promoted and used also in other wholesale 

units of the Eurocash Group. Including Cash&Carry wholesalers, where the owners of i.e. abc shops 

obtain their supplies,” explained Polański. 

 

Changes not possible without education  

The owners of small-format stores in Poland are people who are increasingly open to using 

technological novelties, as shown by the results of the eurocash.pl platform. This change in store 

owner mind-set is also shown by the scale of interest in our educational offering for the retail industry. 

Store owners want to make their offering unique on the local market and are trying to better respond 

to customer needs. In order to help them, Eurocash Group formed the Eurocash Academy of Skills 

in 2010. It gives the owners of small-format stores access to current market knowledge, makes store 

and personnel management easier and prepares them for implementing modern solutions at their 

stores. In its nine-year history, the Academy’s offering was used by more than 62 000 entrepreneurs 

and their employees throughout Poland.  

The Academy is also adapting to the changes taking place on the market and is regularly expanding 

its online educational offering, including its e-learning platform. It currently offers more than 70 e-

learning courses and dozens of educational articles and e-workshops dedicated to store operations 

and work. The platform had approx. 12 000 active users in 2018 and already over 15 000 in the first 

half of 2019. 
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“Having observed the latest trends and tracked the rise in video and social media popularity, we 

decided to launch the AUE TV channel on our e-learning platform,” said Katarzyna Kopaczewska, 

member of Eurocash Group’s management board. “Our TV offers short e-workshops on subjects 

that are of importance to people managing stores and store employees. Platform users can receive 

short and interactive know-how on, for example, optimal store inventory management, occupational 

health and safety, HACCP or merchandising for grocery stores. The platform is also a tool for store 

owners to manage the education of their employees. The platform also offers ready three-month 

training and implementation paths for new hires. We are constantly expanding our online offering 

and will soon introduce webinars, audiobooks and ebooks on our platform. Although we are 

intensively developing in the e-education area, face-to-face training sessions, workshops and 

conferences remain an important element of the Academy. We are also offering post-graduate 

studies in collaboration with the Warsaw School of Economics and tomorrow we are hosting the IV 

Congress for Entrepreneurs in Polish Retail in Łódź, where over 5 000 participants will have an 

opportunity to listen to speeches by world-class market experts and acclaimed business and science 

people,” she added. 

*** 

Eurocash Group is the largest Polish company in the wholesale distribution of fast-moving grocery 

products, household cleaning supplies, alcoholic beverages and tobacco products. It also offers 

marketing support for independent Polish entrepreneurs operating in retail. The franchise and 

partner networks supported by Eurocash have approx. 15 000 independent stores operating under 

brands such as abc, Groszek, Delikatesy Centrum, Lewiatan, Euro Sklep, Gama, Duży Ben, as well 

as Kontigo and Koliber.  

*** 

For more information, please visit www.grupaeurocash.pl or contact:  
 
Jan Domański 
Eurocash S.A. 
tel. (+48) 507 010 095 
Jan.Domanski@eurocash.pl 

Joanna Brewińska 
NBS Communications 
tel. (+48) 502 255 415 
jbrewinska@nbs.com.pl 
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